
Activity n° A2

Venue Duration

City Country Start date End date

Willemstad Curacao 1-10-2021 2-10-2021 8

Activity Programme

Timetable Activities Non-formal & Informal learning methods used 

DAY 1

09:00-14:00 Arrival of participants

15:00-16:00 Lunch

16:00-18:00 Free time to refresh Giving some time participants to rest and refresh after long-distance flight 

18:00-19:30 Name games, Integration Games (Non-formal)

20:00-21:00 Dinner

21:00 PM Informal opening

DAY 2 

08:00-09:00 Breakfast

09:30-11:00 Ice-breaker games We will play name games, Integration Games (Non-formal)

11:30-12:30

ACTIVITY PROGRAMME FOR A YOUTH EXCHANGE

Participating 
organisations 

FELIS Foundation (Curacao)
InoChange (Georgia)
KREAKTIVA (Croatia)

Activity duration 
(excluding travel 

days)

Accommodation of the participants, showing the
meeting room, restaurant, facilities etc.

Getting to know each other

Get to know each other: Introduction, name games, informal activies
Ice-breakers (Non-formal and Informal)

Hope & Fear & expectation Tree
Gather and overview the  expectations, contributions and concerns of the participants through playing 

"Hope&Fear& expectation Tree".  Later once again discuss project objectives, aims and planned activities.  
Remind each-other which team is responsible for implementing which day and activities.. 

(Non-formal).



11:30-12:30

12:30-14:30
Lunch

14:30-15:30

19:30-20:00

18:00-18:30

19:00
Dinner

20:00 Intercultural Evening 

DAY 3

08:00-09:00 Breakfast

09:30-10:00 Going to the center for Antgen test

15:30-18:00

12:30-14:30 Lunch

11:00 - 12:30

18:30-19:00  Group Reflection/Leaders meeting To reflect what the participants experienced during the day.

19:00-20:00 Dinner

20:00 Intercultural Evening 

Hope & Fear & expectation Tree
Gather and overview the  expectations, contributions and concerns of the participants through playing 

"Hope&Fear& expectation Tree".  Later once again discuss project objectives, aims and planned activities.  
Remind each-other which team is responsible for implementing which day and activities.. 

(Non-formal).

Presentation of Erasmus+ Programme and YouthPass 
Basics of Europass CV

(Led by Georgian team leader and 1 participants form each 
country)

Through interactive game we, the participants learn more about Erasmus+ opportunities and basic elements of 
project management. Special Focus will be on European Solidarity Corps. Youthpass will be introduced with the 

special emphasis on an eight key competencies.  Croatian participant will also introduce Europass CV (Non-
formal)

Agreeing on safty and eco-friendly lifestyle rules on the 
meeting place

To already start changing attitudes and get used to the eco-friendly lifestyle, participants will be asked to create 
common rules - Not wasting food, water, energy, paper and other materials. Set up rules for safety of each 

participant and the venues as well (Non-formal)

 Group Reflection/Leaders meeting
(Led by Team Leaders)

To reflect what the participants experienced during the day. Participants are divided into the nationally  mix 
groups with one group leader in each. They discuss and share their point of view on the questions: What they 

learned, what would they like to learn in a following days, what they liked, disliked, what would they change, how 
did they feel during the day and etc. Group leaders meet later to share and improve upcoming days (Non-

Formal)

Local team from Curacao is presenting their culture in an interesting and creative way through sharing national 
games, music, videos, traditional food and beverages  (Informal)

Teambuilding & Intercultural
communication exercise 

(Led by Curacao participants)

The participants are divided into 5 nationally mix groups and sent into the city center.They should get to a 
certain meeting points with the special tasks like learning fruit names in Papiamentu from locals, while local 

participants should learn same things on Georgian ad  Croatian. Taking photos with locals; questioning locals to 
learn what are the biggest env. challenge in Curacao and etc. (Non-formal)

HOMEWORK
Theatre perfoemance on Envoronmental and 

economic Problems' at home-countries
(Led by participants form Croatia)

We are creatively presenting homework. Each national team will present two presentations (6 
national groups in total). 3 teams from Curacao, Croatia and Georgia will share info about core 

environmental  problems what young people face in their communities, while another 3 teams will 
present economic problems (unemployment, low income and etc.).  We will present it by playing 

theatre performances. Followed by debriefing of the issue (Non-formal)

Georgian team is presenting their culture in an interesting and creative way through sharing national games, 
music, videos, traditional food and beverages  (Informal)



DAY 4

08:00-09:00 Breakfast

My Ecological Footprint

10:30-12:30

12:30-14:30 Lunch

14:30-16:00

16:30-18:00

18:30-19:00  Group Reflection/Leaders meeting To reflect what the participants experienced during the day.

19:00-20:00 Dinner

21:00 Intercultural Evening 
DAY 5

08:00-09:00  Breakfast

09:30-10:30

The activity aimes at:
- To introduce the concept of the ecological footprint

- To understand how sustainable different personal behaviours are
- To discuss what behaviours we can change

At the end we will start debriefing so as to  highlight possible climate change impacts on our life 
and the urgency to take action for ensuring sustainable development (Non-formal).

Sharing practical tools for eco-friendly living 
f.e.Climate Counts (Free Apps)

Participants into the teams are brainstorming and later sharing practical tools on how to make out lives more 
eco-friendly.   They will be aslo introdced Climate Counts mobile App. It is an activism and advocacy app. Its 
database contains most of the world's big companies, and it ranks them according to their work on climate 

change. Are they addressing it, ignoring it, releasing details on how green their production is, blocking 
environmental laws in their country? Climate Counts has the answers — the implication being that, if a company 

scores low, you should vote with your feet, and your money. (non-formal)

Introduction of the Green  Entrepreneurship in connection 
with Sustainable Development practices

Getting to know the concept of Green entrepreneurship, exploring it's economic, social and enviironmental 
dimension as a tool to contribute SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. What are the aim, objective of green 

enterprises and what is the difference between charity organization, normal business and green Business (Non-
formal)   

Debating practice 
Business VS Green Business
(Led by Georgian Participants)

Divide participants. Two of the participants in each group are conventional entrepreneurs
and two of them are green entrepreneurs. The green ones should convince the conventional
entrepreneurs to become green, citing all the benefits and arguments already discussed. The

conventional ones are skeptical and have to ask the green ones questions that will give them a hard
time and make them feel the need to justify themselves better. After 6-7 min. have the students

switch their roles and continue for another 6-7 min. round. Follow up with a debriefing discussion in a cyrcle 
(non-formal).

Croatian team is presenting their culture in an interesting and creative way through sharing national games, 
music, videos, traditional food and beverages  (Informal)

Types, Steps and best examples for Starting a Social/Green 
Enterprise (SE)

(Led by Georgian Participants)

Presentation on Social/Green business forms and roles; SE best examples and good practices around the 
world. Sharing with each-other creative green business ideas. 

Workshop on main steps to launch and develop green business (Non-formal)



10:30-12:30

Online Guest Speaker - Nikola Faller from Slama Osijek Faller

12:30-14:30 Lunch

14:30-16:30

17:00-17:30  Group Reflection/Leaders meeting To reflect what the participants experienced during the day.

18:30-19:30 Dinner

20:00-22:00 Inspiring Movie for Young Entrepreneurs Movie screening and discussion - "Limitless" 
DAY 6

08:00-09:00 Breakfast

09:30-11:00
Free day

12:30-14:30 Lunch

19:00-20:00 Dinner

21:00…
Short film screening and discussion

DAY 7

08:00-09:00
Breakfast

16:30-18:00

09:30-10:30

12:30-14:30 Lunch

 Nikola Faller from Osijek city, worldwide known artist. Someone who can talk about green & social 
entrepreneurial businesses and the opportunities that the young people living there have in these fields 

( https://www.facebook.com/pg/slama.land.art3/about/ )
After sharing his experience, participants can ask questions and get advisesfrom experienced person (non-

formal).

Team work: Think of a Green initiatives and business ideas
(Led by Curacao Participants)

Participants connected to each-other with similar interests (not definitely similar skills) start to build Green 
initiatives and buisness ideas. Some may prefer to work individually. They will be encouraged to focus both 

social and environmental issues. They are given special business building questionnair to fill in. All of the are 
answering to the questions:  What? Who? Why? Where? When? Whom (for)? How?  (Non-forml)

Simulation: My idea on the Wall street
(Led by Curacao Participants)

WALL STREET SIMULATION method –
Team leaders and invited guests will represent Donors/Bankers and Journalists. The participants should present 

their green initiatives and Green business ideas to Banks/Donors and answer questions from journalists. The 
best ideas will be announced at the end. Each presentation will be followed by discussions and feedback in 

order to improve their ideas, to see the risk factors, to prepare plan B and C and etc  (Non-formal)

“Green Economy - a film by Yann Arthus-Bertrand”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=En1K6om1yMg followed 
by discussion

Workshop: 
How to get funding for green business ideas and Green 

initiatives?
(Led by Georgian Participants)

Empower participants with the basic skills to search for fundings for their business ideas and for implementing 
Green initiatives. Besides this, share information about funding possibilities from: Erasmus for Young 

Entrepreneurs, Crowd-funding online websites, Network for Social entrepreneurs, local grants, and other 
donations (Non-formal)

Presentation: Successful marketing campaigns and 
Simulation: Successful marketing campaigns

Interactive presentation with practical examples about effective marketing on social media & launching the task 
– every group should prepare it’s own marketing product for the idea they developed in the business plan. 

Creative presentation of marketing campaign, followed by feedbak and suggestions (non-formal)



14:30-16:30

Action Plan for Home

19:30-20:00  Group Reflection/Leaders meeting To reflect what the participants experienced during the day.

20:00-21:00 Dinner

DAY 8

08:00-09:00 Breakfast

09:30-10:30

12:30-14:30 Lunch

17:00-18:30

Free evenng

19:00-20:00 Dinner

21:00… Firewall party Participants will plan and organize final, firewall party
DAY 9

09:00-10:00 Breakfast

10:00-11:00

11:00-12:30

12:30 Departure of participants

Creating marketing products 
(Led by Georgian Participants)

Participants are creating marketing products, which at the same time will promote their business ideas and will 
be also used as project visibility materials (outputs): project report,  flyers,videos, website/facebook page with all 

the business initiatives (non-formal)

After short presentation, participants are filling the form "Action plan for home", to make sure that they continue 
working on their business ideas back to home-countries. (non-formal)

Plan outdoor event
(Led by Curacao Participants)

Participants are preparing outdoor activity. Divided into teams they are preparing stands (from reused flipcharts 
and other reused training materials.

*A stand where participants will provide info to locals about green business;  How to you apply the “think green” 
principle in daily life; Some easy for everybody green business idea sharing

*A stand, where participants will provide locals information about Erasmus+ Programme
*A Stand, where participants have exhibited their business ideas - to introduce locals and get their feedback - 

would they buy it?

Implement outdoor event
(Led by Curacao Participants)

Participants are implementing outdoor activity. Divided into teams they are putting stands in public places (from 
reused flipcharts and other reused training materials.

*A stand where participants will provide info to locals about green business;  How to you apply the “think green” 
principle in daily life; Some easy for everybody green business idea sharing

*A stand, where participants will provide locals information about Erasmus+ Programme
*A Stand, where participants have exhibited their Green business ideas and initiatives - to introduce locals and 

get their feedback - would they buy it?

Final Assessment
(Led by leaders)

 Participants are filling out Inquiry to understand what are their competencies regarding to the topic and will see 
at the end of the project what competencies they gained through the youth exchange.

Final Evaluation 
(Led by leaders)

Paper and informal evaluation organized at the end of project to reflect on how expectations being fulfilled or 
not, learning outcomes, suggestions for improving future project etc.(Non-formal)


	Youth Exchange

